Capture the Future
The Impact of Universal Launch and Recovery (ULaR) Platforms
Part 1: Technology Continuum and Framework
Vision1
Mobility – an unrelenting need to unleash the human race from desks, offices and the past,
and command our world to support us when, where and how we choose to live and move
about.
Today, we demand mobility in our digital world, as digital packets follow us everywhere. Soon,
we’ll also demand it for our physical world, as physical packets (goods and services) follow us
as well. In that world, Unmanned Vehicles are commonplace delivering tremendous value to
businesses and consumers, at home, at work and while mobile everywhere in between. This
world has Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) delivering goods and services through the air, as
well as Unmanned Surface or Subsurface Vehicles delivering goods and services across the
landscape, over and under the oceans and in space, within and even between these domains.
These autonomous, unmanned “drones” are virtually everywhere, in every facet of a complex
ecosystem of autonomous goods and services. The vast majority of the world’s supply chain
(from inventory, to transportation, to delivery) is automated and assisted by these drones.
Autonomous transportation is the norm, not today’s novelty, and are trusted as vastly safer and
more efficient than human-driven modes. New business models with drones evolve rapidly with
novel business-to-consumer (B2C), business-to-business (B2B), business-to government (B2G)
and even consumer-to-consumer (C2C) capabilities affecting suppliers, consumers and
governments.

1

This paper is designed to inform and accelerate the reader’s thinking and decision-making
with respect to the impact Unmanned Systems (UxS)1 have/will have on operational concepts
and processes while on the move. UxS are very disruptive and are already causing, and will
continue to cause, tectonic shifts to both the operational concepts of warfare and to the
operational concepts of business and consumer goods/services.
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Just imagine a drone delivering an urgent package from your office directly to your home, or
even to an autonomous car on your way home from work. Imagine ordering something online
(goods or even food) and have it delivered directly to the very same car. Imagine sending
something from your house to a friend’s car. This future is not science fiction. The foundation is
being put in place now, all around us, with an ever-increasing capability and demand to deliver
goods and services to businesses and consumers when and where they choose, even while in
transit. To create a global physical network of autonomous vehicles capable of meeting our
mobile demands, we need three technical competences: A digital mobile network (already built),
highly capable Unmanned Vehicles (maturing now) and a Universal Launch and Recovery
(ULaR) platform. The intersection of these three competencies will dramatically dislocate legacy
goods and services delivery methods. This is disruption; this is Talon. Capture the Future!

To begin understanding this future, Part 1 is focused on the revolution2 of unmanned and
robotic systems and presents a simple framework to foresee future trends in general, and with
respect to Universal Launch and Recovery platforms in specific. Part 2 focuses on the impact
UxS and ULaR are having on military strategy, tactics and procurement while on the move.
Lastly, Part 3 will center on UxS and ULaR and their combined effect on major commercial
industries and their business systems and processes, again focusing on UxS use while on the
move. In combination, reading all three parts together provides a more robust understanding of
UxS and ULaR, although each part can be read independently. This paper is by no means allinclusive. On the contrary, it is meant to be brief and to the point about the need to create and
adopt standards and universal platforms swiftly. My secondary intention is to provide a
construct for the reader to ask more informed questions and accelerate the adoption of UxS on
the move.
A quick review of a few major technology advances this century may help inform us.3 Let’s start
by introducing a non-traditional, but simple, construct that models most major technology
shifts over the last 100 years – a Venturi tube from fluid dynamics4. I call this framework for
modeling technology the “Venturi-Stage Model.”
In its simplest form, a Venturi tube takes a large volume of air, and then pushes it through a
convergent intake. By its very nature, as the convergence occurs, the speed of the air increases
2

I chose revolution over evolution for a specific reason. I expect autonomous, unmanned systems to have a
greater effect on the human condition than either the industrial revolution or the digital information revolution.
3
This is not meant to be an academic paper, so I will make some large generalizations to quickly get to the point.
4
In fluid dynamics, using Bernoulli’s equation, an incompressible fluid’s velocity increases (and pressure decreases)
as it moves through a constriction. This follows the principle of continuity of mass flow.
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through the tube. As the Venturi tube expands on the opposite end via an increasing exhaust
nozzle area, the airspeed decreases.
Similar to the Venturi tube, consider the same concept to model a major technology shift, also
based on 3 stages. The first stage has a proliferation of ideas as the new technology emerges
onto the scene with ever increasing speed, as more and more ideas pop up everywhere – a
Stage of Proliferation. There is usually an explosion of concepts and startups as the news of the
technology gains momentum among the subject matter experts (SME) and news agencies
following the emerging trend. In many new technology cases, it may appear as chaos; but make
no mistake, the intellectual capital being applied is immense, along with increasing funds.
Regardless, ROI to the customer/user is unknown and risk is very high. The second stage
accelerates at a dizzying pace with nascent businesses and concepts of operations – a Stage of
Convergence of technology. During this stage, news spreads faster and wider as new use cases
and concepts are proven, generating even more opportunities to exploit the technology, even
beyond early adopters. The primary fuel now is investment capital. Non-SME awareness grows,
and some early integration efforts may begin, although the end state for use cases and
operational concepts is usually still unclear and murky. There are still many ‘non-believers’,
although their numbers are dwindling. ROI is becoming clearer and more assured, and risk has
reduced to medium levels. In the third stage, as the technology matures and integrations
expand across disciplines, the pace of change slows with fewer, but much larger, initiatives and
the impact to the world is much more profound – a Stage of Integration and Expansion.
Widespread adoption occurs as fully integrated solutions bring substantial value to each mature
concept of operation. ROI for the customer/user is now proven and high, risk is low, and
users/purchasers start expending substantial funds to gain that value from large-scale
programs.
Pictorially, it looks like this:

With this simple construct in hand, many different attributes can now be evaluated quickly
across the three stages. The first major one to consider is Return on Investment (ROI), indicated
above. This ROI is from the perspective of the user/purchaser of these technologies, and not
from an investor perspective5. In fact, as the stages progress through time before a decision to
5

This is a key perspective of this paper – the intended reader is the user/purchaser of the technology. This paper
is designed for the customer to understand how to adopt technology and to make informed decisions. Even so, for
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use/purchase is made, the ROI for a user/purchaser goes up, for two reasons: the impact
increases as you move through time with more capability, while the risk decreases with better
integration and more sound concepts of operations. Of note, there is a critical trade-off on
when to use/purchase within a major technology stage: jump in early and learn with lower ROI
from many mistakes and failures or wait too long to reduce risk and be safer, but have a more
assured ROI. While delaying for greater ROI and less risk may make sense in some cases, a delay
may allow competition to have the capability to enter the market much earlier and gain
significant competitive advantages. In this paper, I do not argue “the best time to jump in,” only
that I present a simple construct for each specific organization to decide for itself.
A second major attribute to evaluate across the stages is the impact/effect on the user
organization. Again, as decisions are delayed in time to the right, the greater the impact and
effectiveness the technology has on the user/purchaser, sometimes positive, sometimes
negative. During Stage 1/Proliferation, the user has myriad technologies and solutions
appearing in rapid succession, normally with immature results. While early adopters learn
swiftly, in many cases, they also fail miserably since the concepts are new and relatively
unknown. It’s similar to being adrift and rowing in an ocean without having any clear cues
about the direction you’re heading in. You know you like rowing the boat with this new
technology, but you just can’t quite figure out how to change what you’re already doing. Again,
as with ROI, the impact and effectiveness increase substantially as you move through
Convergence and into Integration/Expansion.
Additional attributes of technology adoption decisions can easily be laid across the VenturiStage model to map the future trend in question. Examples include risk, training systems to
support the technology, human resources development, investor ROI, startup valuations,
expected threat capability and more.

investors, the flow of capital would transition generally from Angels, to Venture Capital and then to Private Equity
from left to right, with ROI for investors decreasing from left to right.
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This Venturi-Stage model can also be used to exemplify and model some major technology
changes for the last century. Even though the pace of change is increasing with the complexity
of our modern world, the following technology examples all follow this framework.
Let’s look at airplanes with the model. Early flight from 1903 was a golden age of aviation.
Nobody quite knew what to do with powered flight, and technologies proliferated at a rapid
pace in Stage 1/Proliferation. Literally, in garages all across the globe, engines were being
designed and built, flight controls were being invented, payloads were increasing, while
aerodynamic structures were rudimentary and often failed. Speeds were increasing and blades
were being manufactured, but no-one quite knew what to do with them. In essence, each of
these contributing technologies had their very own Venturi-Stage model as well. Early schemes
were started to carry mail, carry people, and even air-to-air refueling were tried. Races began
to push the technology…and Boom! - WW I arrived. The military demand for aviation exploded
Stage 1 initiatives and concepts of operations (CONOPS). We saw the first use for
reconnaissance, for dropping bombs out of the cockpit, for arming the airplane with machine
guns for strafing and for air-to-air dogfights. Balloon busting began, ranges increased and
speed increases were sought with vigor. Stage 1 then continued between the World Wars, with
again massive innovation driving performance improvements until about 1930.
Airlines began proliferating and the golden age of aviation began (Stage 2/Convergence) from
about 1930 to 1960 with the addition of metal aircraft, single wings, high speed props to jet
engines, subsonic to supersonic, instruments for weather flight, radar, air-to-air missiles,
electronic warfare systems, and many more. New military aircraft and commercial aircraft
were being built in very, very large quantities, but lasted only a couple of years before being
overtaken by something else that had new CONOPS, that was faster, cheaper and much more
capable. Airline hubs and spokes revolutionized global travel. The changes during this
convergence were immense and were happening at a dizzying pace. One direct corollary with
UxS is the growth of weight to gain more capability. We’ll come back to this later.
After about 1960, during Stage 3/Integration & Expansion the pace of change of aircraft
slowed. Most of the basic aerodynamics were understood. Regulation finally caught up with
the pace of Stage 2/Convergence as the FAA and ICAO standardized worldwide operations.
Aircraft design was very complex and required years, if not decades, to field the next design.
Aircraft reliability soared and incremental improvements were being made for an expansion of
missions and CONOPS, both for the military and the commercial sectors. As a result, some
aircraft, like the B-52 are still flying today, 60 years later, with new, viable missions. Major
commercial manufacturers still try to outperform each other, but the public doesn’t know, by
and large, that they’re in an A-321 or B-777. Most people don’t really care, they just rely on
aviation to get them somewhere. So, Stage 3 has many, many new concepts being developed
(think FedEx and the advent of overnight package delivery) that combine many of the earlier
systems and concepts into new business models. [Some of the key points to note here are:
standardization, regulation and adoption of a universal platform-runways the world over.
Without these three efforts, Stage 2 and Stage 3 would provide much reduced ROI.] So,
airplanes fit the Venturi-Stage model, albeit over a 100+ year span. Some of the next VenturiStage examples happen much faster in time.
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Next let’s look briefly6 at the cell phone within the Venture-Stage framework. As we can see in
the diagram here, the use of wireless cell phones really started in the 1980s.

Some major enabling technologies for our phones were integrated circuits and
microelectronics, wireless waveforms and the processors to encode/decode them, batteries
and cell towers. As we look at the diagram, what we really see is a macro Venturi-Stage
framework for cell phones, made up of micro Venture-Stage frameworks of contributing
technologies, all on their own development path. As we view the move to Stage
2/Convergence in the 1990s, these independent technologies mature and create even more
acceleration with an infusion of capital. The Blackberry and Windows phones dominated the
mid part of Stage 2 into the early 2000s, when both Android and iPhone/iOS emerged onto the
scene. Both of these contributed disruptive Venturi-Stage technologies and propelled the
global technology swiftly into the next stage. I believe we are now deep into Stage
3/Integration & Expansion, as we now have world-wide adoption of billions of cell-phones,
with thousands of technologies housed within each phone and ecosystem, including cameras,
calendars and millions of apps. In fact, the expansion is so wide now, most of us can no longer
recognize major differences with each additional version of our favorite phone/system, as
manufacturers integrate more and more technology and features. Cell phones (in reality, true
personal digital assistants) are now fully mature.

6

Cell phones could be dissected and discussed with the Venturi-Stage model for hundreds, if not thousands, of
pages. That is not the purpose here. Since most of us are very familiar with our phones, I have accelerated the
major stages to quickly align them with the framework as a working example.
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This Venturi-Stage model works for virtually all major technologies we have around us today. It
applies to submarines, automobiles, HD television, laptops, washing machines, cryptocurrency,
social media, city scooters, main battle tanks, motorcycles, ride-sharing apps, you name it. The
3 stages help explain where each is within their own framework, and then help guide our
understanding of what is likely to happen in the future. I suspect most futurists7 really just look
at these emerging trends and extrapolate their impact to current technologies and use cases,
and even how they might be combined/integrated into other adjacent technologies.
Next, I will summarize a Venturi-Stage framework for military fighter aircraft technology, since
it is a direct analog to our last focus of this paper, Unmanned Aerial Systems.

We already discussed aircraft in general within the Venturi-Stage framework above. As a
subset, let’s now focus on just fighter aircraft technology. In Stage 1/Proliferation, fighters
began as novelties - essentially repurposed experimental aircraft, with no clear mission. The
advent of World War 1 changed everything. The demand for aerial reconnaissance was steep
and immediate, even before the USA entered the war. But, as in all military conflicts, any
advantage on one side is quickly met with innovative resistance by the other side. So, there
was a furious wave of innovation as both sides evolved swiftly to deny reconnaissance to the
other, by adding guns and bombs crudely. The aircraft were initially very light weight, really
just an engine with wood, cloth and wire. The addition of guns required more power, which
required more structure, which required more power, and so on. Simultaneously, the use cases
7

And Venture Capitalists!
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and tactics evolved rapidly for air-to-air missions, for bombing missions, for balloon busting, for
strafing trains and troops, and many more missions. Virtually all of today’s fighter missions can
be traced back to World War 1 in some rudimentary way. Fighters followed the general
aviation technology path, entering Stage 2/Convergence from the 1930s to the 1960s. Just
think of the technologies that accelerated with innovation and increasing capital: jet engines,
supersonic aerodynamics, radar, missiles, high-G maneuvering, night operations, all-weather
operations, aircraft carrier operations, radar warning receivers, electronic jammers, and many,
many more. As a result, there was a very high demand for more power, more capability, more
integration…all leading to more complexity, more weight, and more cost per fighter. [A critical
lesson to note here…this is precisely what is happening with UAS today. As we enter Stage
2/Convergence, these very same pressures are happening – more power, more capability,
leading to more complexity, more weight and more cost.].

During the 1950s and 1960s, many fighters were introduced and then quickly became obsolete
in a span of a just a few years.8 The acceleration through Stage 2 was at a torrid pace. And
then we entered Stage 3/Integration & Expansion and large weapon system programs were
built, with massive purchases and enormous capability (the F-14, F-15, F-16 and F-18, and now
followed by the F-22 and F-35). They are very mature weapons systems that take 10-20 years
to design and build. And each of these aircraft incorporated enormous capability for its time,
but also remained in use/is planned to remain in use for three or four decades after
introduction. [Another critical lesson to note here is the analogous expectation of what is
likely coming for UAS in Stage 3/Integration & Expansion!]
Next, let’s turn to UAV technologies in particular. Below is my assessment of where UASs are
today on the Venturi-Stage framework. I believe we are just entering the throat to Stage
2/Convergence, but the acceleration is enormous as innovation and capital are now pouring in.
Major new innovations will continue to appear rapidly, but with highly proprietary systems to
lock in investments.

8

Also known as the Century Series fighters, F-100, F-101, F-102, etc.
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A secondary discussion concerning aircraft, mentioned earlier, is also germane for UAS. That
involves the preparation during Stage 2/Convergence for standardization, regulation and
adoption of a universal launch and recovery platform. During Stage 1, there was still so much
ambiguity, that any effort at UAS standardization or regulation was folly. No one quite knew
what to make of the new technology. The low barriers to entry and extremely low cost
(especially of consumer drones) were doubly troubling as Stage 1 was coming at the world
faster than it could be absorbed or understood. Fortunately, early adopters and forwardthinking governments have been steadily addressing the standardization and regulation issues
across the globe.9 As both evolve, we can expect Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) use cases
to become commonplace. In fact, we already have examples such as Zipline in Africa delivering
blood supplies to remote locations where no ground infrastructure exists. The really big
commercial BVLOS industry awaiting to be disrupted with BVLOS is the global supply chain.
Lastly, I assert the evolution of UAS will move to universal systems as the components become
commodities. We are already seeing this with the Department of Defense (DoD)’s move
toward a Universal Unmanned Controller to simplify the soldier’s use of multiple UAS and UGS
systems. Similar to how runways, as a universal platform, enabled a wide variety of aircraft to
evolve, I assert the same thing will happen for launch and recovery of UASs. I envision both
military and commercial users will demand and adopt a Universal Launch and Recovery (ULaR)
platform during Stage 2, with widespread adoption in Stage 3. To date, as expected, each UAS
provider has a separate and proprietary launch and recovery system, with virtually no
interoperability, and most requiring static/stopped operations. In fact, most attempts to
perform UAS operations on the move have failed or are not operationally feasible due to the
complexity or very low speeds involved. As an example, UPS has designed an UAS system for its
delivery trucks, but it requires the operator to stop for both launch and recovery, virtually
obviating most UAS advantages.10 These proprietary and static systems are unsustainable and
unnecessary with the advent of a Universal Launch and Recovery platform (ULaR).

9

This paper does not address either of these issues, although they are critical to UAS acceleration across Stage 2,
and likely mandatory for Stage 3.
10
https://pressroom.ups.com/pressroom/ContentDetailsViewer.page?ConceptType=PressReleases&id=148768784
4847-162
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There are some distinct advantages and attributes that ULaR has. First, ULaR provides a single
platform for the ever-expanding UAS inventory, which reduces cost and complexity. Secondly,
it allows virtually all launch and recovery that can be done today from static/stopped systems,
but expands to encompass virtually any moving vehicle. In essence with ULaR, every moving
vehicle can launch and recover UASs on the move, which dramatically expands each vehicle’s,
and each UAS’, utility and mission effectiveness. This means cars, planes, trucks, trains, and
everything in between can bolt on a ULaR system. ULaR can also operate with differing UAS
types, to include both rotary wing and fixed wing in mixed load configurations, again decreasing
cost and increasing interoperability and effectiveness. There are many more advantages to
ULaR which I’ll address in more detail in the next two Parts. One will address ULaR and the
CONOPS implications/use cases for the military. The other one will address ULaR for
commercial CONOPS and use cases.
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Part 2: Military Vision and Concept of Operations (CONOPS)

As mentioned in Part 1, this acceleration through Stage 2 is being fueled by major innovators
across the globe, with increasing investment capital to match, especially in the commercial
sector. As a result, the UAV industry is experiencing major improvements in hardware and
software at a dizzying pace, providing improved performance and reliability to the users. As
these technologies mature through Stage 2, I believe the physical vehicles themselves will
continue to grow in weight and features, as the users demand more and more performance.
For example, it was not too long ago, when many UAV proponents thought that most UAVs
would be disposable and readily accessible in large numbers. But as users gained experience
with these early stage UAVs, they recognized that for certain missions they needed more range,
more payload, more loiter time, more reliability, more ease of use…pretty much more of
everything.11 The early missions were centered around Intelligence, Surveillance, Targeting and
Reconnaissance (ISTAR). As the sensors become more sophisticated, and expensive, the cost to
use “disposable” UAVs has become prohibitive for many military missions. I believe this trend
will continue, as certain types of UAVs will be used over and over again, and the focus on
reliability and mission expansion will increase. I also believe each UAV will become more and
more sophisticated by adding offensive and defensive counter-measures to continue to operate
against more and more sophisticated threats.12 Consequently, I will narrow my focus to
reusable UAVs, since the “disposable” UAVs don’t need to come back due to mission needs
and/or very low cost.13 I will also narrow my focus and exclude Type 4 and Type 5 large scale
drones that are purpose built to use a runway, with many of them remotely piloted, such as
Global Hawk and Reaper.14

11

For some missions, large swarms of very cheap UAVs are still ideal, but they are the exception.
The simple analogy here is fighter aircraft, which continue to evolve in Stage 3/Integration & Expansion by
adding extremely robust counter-measures and counter-counter-measures to remain effective.
13
Especially for very small UAVs at the lowest echelons. These may be much more acceptable for launch and
forget for squad use at the point of contact with an enemy.
14
Although I believe over time, even these UAVs will evolve to remove their added weight for landing gear and
severe limitations of using a runway, especially outside of the battlespace.
12
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I believe with the increasing demand for reusability and the addition of more features by
military users, the limitations of current Stage 2 UAVs will need to expand concurrently. One of
the main problems and limitation with current UAV designs are reliance on proprietary, static
launch and recovery systems that are cumbersome at best. There are two reasons for this
proprietary focus: the first being that currently each UAV design is essentially “unique” and
purpose-built for a specific mission, and secondly that the DoD has not been writing
requirements for universal systems - yet.15 In addition, and more troubling, is the profound
issue concerning force protection for the military. Most of these launch and recovery systems
are static, requiring the users to stop, get out and set up, and then stay there until recovery.
While these static systems provide some limited mission capability currently, their inability to
employ UAVs on the move creates a tremendous drag on maneuvering forces and relegates
them to being in fire support echelons and afterthoughts in the battlespace.
Bottom line: the force limitation and exposure problems of static, proprietary systems is
currently shared by all the militaries across the globe, since no universal launch and recovery
technology previously existed, that is until now with Target Arm’s TalonÔ.
As stated in the US Army’s Robotics and Autonomous
Systems (RAS) strategy (Mar 2017), combat maneuver
forces have a desperate and growing need for Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV/drone) to deliver additional fires and
to conduct intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition
and reconnaissance (ISTAR) on the move. Talon supports
all five of the RAS criteria shown to the right.
Before I lay out the total vision for ULaR, I want to highlight a few attributes that a ULaR
platform should have in general, and which Talon possesses already.
TALON is the world's first, and only, universal launch and recovery
platform for both rotary and fixed wing UAVs, of variable sizes, on the
move.16 TALON creates a new warfighting capability by enabling combat
deployment of UAVs from and between any of the Services’ massive
inventory of maneuvering vehicles (tanks, Humvees, planes,
helicopters, trucks, war-ships, etc.) – a true Joint capability, crossvehicle, cross-Service, cross-domain. Any TALON can operate with
virtually any UAV if it fits in the breech. Talon is agnostic to the UAV for
its primary launching and recovering functions. The result is
revolutionary, asymmetric and disruptive warfare. Additionally, Talon is
dual use, providing even more capability for commercial applications,
such as for the global supply chain! (see Part 3).
15

DoD has recognized the need for universal controllers to ease operator training and enhance mission execution.
The Army is already moving to what it calls the Tactical Open Government Architecture, of TOGA as a first step.
Industry is responding. For example, Lockheed Martin’s Vehicle Control Station (VCS), is a modular unmanned
vehicle control software for multiple UxS. In fairness to DoD, until Talon there wasn’t a viable ULaR platform to
drive the requirements toward.
16
Version 1 testing video shows Talon already operating at greater than 60 mph airspeeds.
https://youtu.be/xrBPSMNsZM0
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TALON uses a simple, but elegant, solution with known technology components combined into
a patented, pin array solution that launches, recovers and stores UAVs with the same breech.
Using two counter-opposed pin arrays, TALON essentially launches and recovers each UAV
inflight. Its scalable, modular design allows the same functional system to fit on large or small
vehicles, which also increases reliability across the fleet and reduces parts, supply inventories
and training. While Talon is designed primarily as a bolt-on solution for maximum flexibility, it
can be designed for internal storage and external deployment if operator access from within is
required. Regardless, the Talon breech with a UAV captured can be stowed for safekeeping; and
the breech itself can even be compressed when not in use, further reducing its footprint. The
breech is designed to initiate from a stowage position, and can then be deployed up (vehicle),
down (cargo aircraft), or even sideways (USMC LCAS), depending on the need.

The breech can be further collapsed to minimize vertical size and/or to reduce visibility/radar
cross-section to an enemy. By adding a feeding assembly or carousel system, Talon can launch
and recover multiple UAVs of varying types, in rapid succession, much like a semi-automatic
weapon. Talon’s pin array design also allows for graceful degradation, as problem pins can be
turned off with minimal effect on the overall operations of the platform. With autonomous
precision navigation17, a single operator can seamlessly launch, recover and stow multiple,
mixed loads of UAVs, in a hands-free manner; including rapid rearming, recharging, and changing
payloads all while on the move.

With that backdrop, I now turn to my total vision of the future battlespace with ULaR. Please
review the attributes diagram shown above one more time. Now imagine a battlespace with
ULaR possessing all of those attributes as multiple sizes of Talons, installed across every US

17

RF and visual systems are now able to command a UAV to within 1-2 centimeters of the desired spatial
waypoint.
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maneuvering platform, on both support and combat vehicles alike. I call my vision the Talon
NetworkÔ, and I call that overmatch in a multi-domain battlespace!18

In contrast to digital networks, the Talon Network is a physical network, though both get
improved capabilities with more connections and nodes. The internet is a great analogy here.
When ARPA started connecting the internet beyond a few academic institutions, the first
applications were rudimentary – messaging and file transfers. The World Wide Web
consortium then wrote standards, which enabled the emergence of the web browser in 1995.
Since then, as the number of nodes increased dramatically, the type of applications exploded
into untold uses and value today.19 I imagine the same with the Talon Network – as more and
maneuvering forces use Talon, the latent value will manifest itself into numerous new
applications, missions and CONOPS. “Quantity has its own Quality”.20
With an actual Talon Network, you will have Talon-CertifiedÔ UAVs operating at every echelon
within, and even outside, the battlespace. The key difference between today’s CONOPS with
static UAVs and the Talon Network is each maneuvering force can control its own UAVs in
support of their own mission, at the point of concern/contact for first look-first shot capability.
Asking for upper echelon support for kinetic and/or ISTAR UAV support will be the exception,
not the rule, as it is today.21 Also, the Talon Network enhances the UAVs inherent digital
networks, by providing much richer ISTAR at more echelons, but now while maneuvering.
What does this mean for the lowest echelons? First, it means every vehicle can possess the
ability to launch and recover their own UAVs while maneuvering and make their combat
decisions at the lowest possible level. Secondly, as a doctrine, this is centralized control and
decentralized execution at its finest; at the tactical level, this means every vehicle commander
can employ their own UAVs where and when needed most. As an example, note the increased
distance that a tank commander can see with a small, high speed fixed wing UAV deployed
from an M1A1 Abrams, while continuing to prosecute an attack. The ISTAR advantages are
themselves profound for first-look when combined with the forward momentum and range of

18

As a former F-15 combat pilot and commander, I spent my whole military career flying air superiority. I never
want a fair fight for the United States. Ever.
19
Think eBay, Facebook, Amazon, Alibaba, WhatsApp, etc.
20
Anonymous. Incorrectly attributed to Joseph Stalin, Clausewitz or Karl Marx, among others.
21
Talon doesn’t change the missions that UAVs can do today. By and large, those missions remain the same. The
key difference is who is controlling those missions and how much they are enhanced by being on the move.
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maneuvering forces. Add a kinetic UAV or a paired rocket, and Talon enables more precision
fire, but now with substantial first look/first shot capability.

This does not mean that upper echelons cannot direct fire with UAVs from lower echelons. On
the contrary, the ability to mass UAVs from leading edge maneuvering forces has a profound
effect in combination. All it requires is to provide access to each UAVs ISTAR information to all
interested users on the Talon Network. So, not only does the individual user of each UAV get
critical use of his/her UAV launched from their Talon while on the move; but in combination,
The Talon Network is providing a robust and rich mosaic of the entire battlespace to everyone
else.22
I envision Talon’s being bolted on to at least one vehicle in every formation, preferably all of
them. Talon’s modular design allows the same system to support small, medium and large
UAVs, by just varying the breech sizes. As the tactical value of Talon becomes clear, all vehicles
will be viewed as additional opportunities to become weapon systems. This is in essence the
uncovering of latent military value from the surfaces of all moving vehicles, combat and
support alike. It is not unlike UBER uncovering additional, latent value from the millions of
underutilized cars around the globe, or Airbnb unleashing latent value from millions of empty
homes and apartments.
In addition, since Talon is a ULaR platform, the Services will be able to reduce training and
support, even while employing myriad fixed wing and rotary wing UAVs simultaneously. With
autonomous precision navigation, combined with the adoption of a universal controller, a
single operator will be able to employ mixed UAVs with ease. As a result, the operator will
focus on the mission and not on the UAV specific operations, per se.

22

While static controlled UAVs can attempt to do this, by design they are relegated to support functions. With
Talon, the proliferation of UAVs into the maneuvering forces hands is a qualitative and quantitative improvement.
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Also, with Talon as the ULaR platform, the Services will also be able to set UAV requirements
that provide requisite mission effects at lower costs. In fact, for fixed wing operations, weight
will be reduced/range increased since landing systems can be removed, if desired. Talon
captures a fixed wing UAV as easily as it captures a rotary wing UAV on the move.
The DoD has approximately 200,000 combat and support ground vehicles (see next chart), with
over 350 naval ships and thousands of combat and cargo aircraft, which comprise the Weapon
System Ecosystem.

Talon is designed to work on all of them. In fact, the ability to weaponize and protect noncombatant Weapon Systems is a competitive advantage and force multiplier – yet again,
quantity has its own quality. With the larger Weapon Systems, Talon will have multiple
breeches, possibly cycling as a cannon, or even as a Gatling Gun. Attached to these larger
systems, I envision UAV feeder systems and elevators, similar to high-rate of fire guns today
(M61-A1, Phalanx, etc.). Talon, with its pin arrays operating in a cascade fashion similar to your
fingers, can even move and manipulate UAVs horizontally and vertically, allowing for smooth
and controlled UAV stowage and deployment.
Another major ability of outfitting the entire Weapon System Ecosystem is the ability to utilize
UAVs across vehicles, and across Services. I envision a battlespace where a Service can launch a
UAV from a trailing Humvee and have it recover on a forward Main Battle Tank (MBT), or the
other way around. Talon, due to its inherent interoperability, even enables the launch from a
Marine vehicle to/from a US Army vehicle, or USAF vehicle. With a larger Talon, you can send
critical supplies and ammunition to forward echelons from larger UAVS, while they are still on
the move. Another potential use piggybacks on the US Navy’s experience with arsenal ships
over the last 80 years, to include a deep appreciation for the value of launching and recovering
aircraft on the move. Utilizing prepositioned supply ships in Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean,
the US Navy could use multiple onboard Talons to launch 500 UCAVs23 while steaming toward a

23

Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicles
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contested battlespace in Southwest Asia, and then recover them aboard USAF cargo aircraft for
refueling, rearming and relaunching.24
In a further example, imagine another contested hot spot on the globe with vital US interests,
but no regional combat presence prepositioned/stationed by DoD. Weaponized C-17s loaded
with containerized Talons could take off from Joint Base Charleston SC, with little to zero notice
to anywhere on the globe with air-to-air refueling (even quicker than naval vessels). Upon
arrival to the battlespace the C-17s could begin UCAV25 operations to support air superiority
over the battlespace, well before manned fighter squadrons even arrive in theater, and then
sustain that superiority for long periods of time. Here is what a Talon equipped C-17 would
look like:

In protracted wars, an extremely key factor for victory is a highly effective logistics system.
Similar to the vision I’ll lay out in Part 3 for the commercial sector, I imagine a battlespace
logistics system supported by Talon. For example, critical parts or munitions could be flown
into theater onboard USAF C-5s, which then launch UAVs directly to battlefield Talons on US
Army trucks, which then launch smaller Talons directly to the shooters – All while on the move.
This is point to point logistics with multi-domain capability.
Talon is a true cross-domain solution. Utilizing the same counter-opposed pin array design, but
beefed up for greater hydrostatic forces, a submarine could launch an Unmanned Underwater
Maritime Vehicle (UUMV) below the surface, and have it recovered by an underway naval ship
at the surface. Again, it works in reverse with neither vessel having to stop to launch or
recover.

24

This is a much more capable future than envisioned with DARPA’s Gremlins program, which has limited utility
aboard just a C-130 aircraft. Talon is a true cross-vehicle, cross-Service, cross-domain solution, with a simpler
solution and greater potential.
25
This UCAV capability is not yet operational, but will be in the next few years as we move to Stage 3/Integration
& Expansion
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In addition, a submarine could also launch a sophisticated UUMV from below the ocean’s
surface, have it transition to air breathing and become a UAV, and then recover it on a US Army
vehicle or USAF aircraft. The point is Talon opens up true cross-domain, cross-Service
operational capabilities while forces are on the move.
A secondary by-product of Talon is reduced cost for UxS purchases. Since the DoD can
purchase and set requirements for ULaR, UxS vendors will attain Talon certification and focus
their solutions on mission effectiveness, and not on launch and recovery. Since Talon conforms
to the shape of any UAV, fixed wing UAV vendors can remove their launch and recovery
hardware and reduce cost, improve performance, or both.
The impact to joint CONOPS with Talon cannot be overstated. Talon will fundamentally change
the nature of maneuver forces by unleashing the full capabilities promised from unmanned
systems. The ability to overlay the Talon Network across the battlespace will dramatically
enhance the decision-making at the lowest echelons, while providing a rich, jam-resistant
mosaic of the battlespace for higher echelon decision-making. With the adoption of Talon and
the Talon Network, our ingenious servicemembers will unleash new innovations and new
tactics to win our nation’s wars well into the future.
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Part 3: Commercial Vision and Concept of Operations (CONOPS)

As mentioned in the Part 1, this acceleration through Stage 2 is being fueled by major
innovators across the globe, with increasing investment capital to match, especially in the
commercial sector. In fact, “the market for unmanned aerial vehicles is anticipated to grow at a
CAGR of about 10.60%” from 2018-2023.26 Currently, the commercial demand for UAVs and
software is far outpacing the military’s absorption of innovative technologies, although military
UAV purchases will be dominant for the next few years.27 In the near future, I envision the
commercial sector as it enters Stage 3/Integration & Expansion will dwarf the military
technology requirements, and more importantly their expenditures. To that end, the UAV
industry is already experiencing major improvements in hardware and software at a dizzying
pace, providing improved performance and reliability to the users. As these technologies
mature through Stage 2, I believe the physical vehicles themselves will continue to grow in
weight and features, as the users demand more and more performance, even while attempting
to reduce weight and size through improved design, metallurgy and systems integration. These
trade-off decisions are not new, but are typical for aviation manufacturers over the last
century. We can see this trend playing out, even with miniaturization; there is ever-increasing
demand for better sensors, more payload, longer flight times, faster speeds, better controls,
BVLOS-enabled capabilities, all-weather, etc. The list of requirements keeps growing as the
Stage 2/Convergence keeps delivering new innovations along with new business models.
Due to strict regulations within the USA’s national airspace, the FAA has currently restricted
most operations to visual line of sight. The early commercial uses were thus pilot intensive and
centered around visual photography and videography, such as real estate, construction and
cheaper access to difficult locations (top of towers), etc. As the hardware, software and
sensors became more sophisticated entering Stage 2/Convergence, the shifting focus on
26

Mordor Intelligence, Unmanned UAV forecast 2018-2023, https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industryreports/uav-market?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI76G0-8Hm3gIVBZJbCh1iYQ2mEAAYBSAAEgIrpvD_BwE
27
The U.S. military UAV market is projected to grow at an 12% CAGR reaching $18.7 billion in 2024. The report
finds that the U.S. military UAV market will generate $86.5 Billion revenues over the period 2019 – 2024. MARKET
RESEARCH MEDIA, Jan 18, 2018, https://www.marketresearchmedia.com/?p=509
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reliability and new business models is taking center stage. We’re now starting to see new,
highly sophisticated multi-spectral sensors and their accompanying software that can
determine crop results, map terrain, assess dirt volumes, ferret out construction errors and
identify pipe failures, to name a few. The FAA has installed a comprehensive set of regulations
that enable VLOS, and to a limited extent BVLOS, with clearly defined waiver authorities and
licensure. In fact, most nations are slightly ahead of the USA with their regulations, but all are
focused primarily on the safety of their populations, while attempting to enable the very real
advantages that UAVs promise (and are starting to deliver worldwide!)
There are new business models and even new industries being started every day, such as Uplift
Data Partners (online access to nationwide UAV pilot network for construction), Precision Hawk
(complete vertical integration with greater than $100M of venture capital to date), Zipline
(delivering medical supplies deep into Africa with BVLOS ops) and many more.

But, while the VLOS business has been growing steadily, and other nations are trying some new
ideas, the big change that is coming is the FAA’s push to develop BVLOS regulations within the
USA’s national airspace. Those regulations will likely unleash the full innovative power of Stage
2/Convergence into the world’s largest economy. I predict this one regulatory change to
BVLOS to have a similar market impact to UAVs, as did the iPhone/smartphone to the
cellular/personal digital assistant market from 2007-today.
So, let’s look at the Venture-Stage funnel again, but this time thinking about commercial
applications. In particular, the global regulatory environment is throttling acceleration thru
Stage 2, while investment capital is plentiful and pushing for faster adoption. As a result, the
industry could technologically go faster, but the uncertainty is constraining innovation and
capital formation. Regardless, change is still happening, and it is coming faster and faster. The
advantages are becoming more and more apparent with each passing day, from medical supply
deliveries to agriculture surveys to crowd control, to name just a few.
One of the unique byproducts of using the Venturi-Stage model is how easily you can see the
effect of major forces on an industry.
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If the regulatory environment is solved/eases, then the breadth and speed of change increase
instantaneously. Likewise, if the available capital decreases, the breadth and speed of change
decrease. By laying out the status of major innovations, in light of the constraining/enabling
forces, one can easily ascertain the near-term effects on the overall industry.
In addition, each contributing innovation is in reality a mini-Venturi-Stage model within the
larger context of the entire industry. For example, the drone motor industry could be viewed
separately, even while it contributes to the larger UAV industry analysis. Similarly, battery
technology, electronic control unit technology, stabilization technologies, blade technology,
carbon fiber technology, 3-D printing technology, and many others continue to contribute to
the larger UAV industry analysis.

I believe a major new technology affecting the larger UAV industry28 is the advent of a Universal
Launch and Recovery (ULaR) platform, such as Talon. In fact, Talon is an enabling technology for
Stage 3/Integration & Expansion since it encompasses both rotary wing and fixed wing UAVs,
from both static and moving vehicles. Think of the possibilities once the launching/recovering
platform becomes mobile and universal. While the following are not all inclusive, this list byand-large covers a future I believe is inevitable:
1. Proprietary launch and recovery systems will become the exception, not the rule.
Business owners of UAVs will focus on the integration of a family of Talon ULaR
28

And eventually all UxS. Universal platforms should unleash untold new business models and capabilities.
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platforms, all interoperable and interchangeable. As a result, the business owners can
make long-term investments in a Talon Network and reuse it for ALL of its current and
future UAV investments.
2. The purchase of the Talon Network reduces current costs for UAVs by removing
expensive proprietary systems and allows greater ROI over the total cost of whatever
UAV business model is adopted, again for today and in the future.
3. By its very nature, Talon launches and recovers each UAV by holding it out into the air
with a pin array, whether static or moving; thereby, removing any requirement for
additional connection/landing mechanisms. In addition, since Talon is scalable and
modular, a Business Owner can procure multiple sizes of Talon based on volume needed
for their UAV fleet.29 The net outcome for business is reduced weight and/or greater
payloads. UAV manufacturers can then focus on performance of their specific systems
while easily integrating within an existing Talon Network.
4. With Talon as a ULaR platform a Business Owner can simplify their operational
procedures and training requirements and focus on efficiency and performance. I
envision the convergence of commercial UAV controllers into a few Universal
Controllers as we enter Stage 3/Integration & Expansion, much as the military is driving
toward a single controller for a single military operator. Combined with ULaR, a
universal controller will dramatically improve operations and further decrease training
requirements and costs. As Business Owners expand their UAV fleets, I believe ULaR
and universal controllers will be an imperative, not a desire.
5. The Talon Network enables point to point connections from both static and moving
platforms. As the diagram below shows for a package delivery example, ULaR enables
physical delivery of goods in much the same way as TCP/IP delivers data packets across
the internet.30 At scale, the Talon Network vision enables direct delivery of goods from
manufacturers to aircraft, then to trains/semis and depots, then to delivery trucks and
then to consumers. And because Talon works on mobile vehicles, the consumers can be
on the move as well. This is a total network vision, allowing goods to find the quickest,
fastest path to the consumer – at the price requested. Clearly, not all goods will be
delivered direct from the Pacific to a consumer in a moving car – but some will. In fact,
with evolving smartphone applications, it is entirely feasible that the supply chain will
deliver the goods directly to the consumer, irrespective of their location, or whether
they are moving in a vehicle. With the Talon Network, for a price, the consumer has
dramatically more delivery options available. As the scale increases and prices drop,
providing more and more delivery nodes, the Talon Network drives goods delivery
further and further into the mainstream economy and populace. Fred Smith and Federal
Express upended the status quo for overnight delivery with hub/spoke package delivery.
I believe ULaR and the Talon Network will do the same again to the supply chain, but
29

The pin arrays within Talon are modular in 1sqft segments, with variable telescopic pin extensions. LxWxH can
all be designed for UAV specs.
30
TCP/IP enables data packets to choose the best path at the time of transmission, piecing together the actual
servers on the fly. ULaR, at scale, does the same thing.
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this time obviating the hub/spoke model with a point-to-point-to-point delivery model.
As I expanded on in Part 2 for the military, at scale, the Talon Network becomes more
and more effective - “Quantity has its own Quality”.

6. Talon can be embedded or bolted onto a vehicle; thereby enabling the Business Owner
or consumer with a vast array of uses. Here are some examples for Bolt-on installations
of Talon (which is modular and can be built for varying sizes of UAVs):

Talon can also be embedded into the major package delivery trucks for USPS, FedEx,
Amazon, UPS, DHL, etc. In fact, I envision this to be one of the first installations of Talon
due to the major performance and cost-savings advantages with last mile delivery. Here
is a diagram of a notional installation, with an automated inventory management
system onboard. Please note, this installation not only delivers on the move, but also
can be resupplied while on the move.
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Another embedded example could be the major auto manufacturers providing purchase
options for Talon on autonomous vehicles, such as a Tesla electric vehicle, either directly
owned by a consumer, or a car service like Uber. The embedded Talon is then identified
through a smartphone app and informs the supply chain software that the consumer is
now in the car moving, and then asks if they want the package/goods delivered directly
to them as they move, or to somewhere else. The consumer could have a valuable gift
delivered, or even food and drinks, delivered directly to their car, when they want it,
where they want it. The supply chain adapts to the consumer’s location, not the other
way around. The ULaR system, enabled through Talon, unleashes this and other
exciting possibilities.
As for bolt-on examples, imagine just reconnecting power and attaching Talon to a
home station for personal use, then to a truck for mobile business use and then onto a
boat for personal maritime use. The possibilities are endless. The Business Owner or
consumer again can use the Talon Network where and when they choose to be
connected, whether stopped or moving.
7. The ability to launch and recover both fixed wing and rotary wing opens up additional
capabilities beyond just the ROI. It simplifies operations and allows for multiple
business models to coexist. A Business Owner could use the same Talon for long-range,
faster fixed wing requirements and solutions, while simultaneously using rotary wing for
shorter-range, less time critical solutions. An example could be remote delivery of
major medical supplies and goods deep within a flooded disaster relief area by fixed
wing to a river boat, and then disseminated locally to those in need by rotary wing, all
while on the move. The ULaR features of the Talon Network enables it to adapt to the
disaster needs of the first responders, on the fly, as relief efforts dictate, when and
where required.
8. Talon is simple, but elegant. The pin array mechanism adapts to the UAV, gently
holding it and allowing for easy launch and recovery. In addition, the very same pin
array allows for easy movement of all recovered UAVs, for safe stowage/storage within
its housing, as well as recharging/refueling in situ, and even to connections with an
inventory management system for changing payloads. Talon was conceived from
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inception to connect to roller tracks, elevators and carousels to allow for varying types
of UAVs and payloads within a warehouse, on trucks, on trains, on ships and even on
cargo aircraft.
9. The pin array within Talon is inherently reliable, since each pin is but one of many that
provide a gentle clamping force at each pin. If one pin were to fail, the array provides
graceful degradation and continues to operate normally, since the remaining pins still
provide ample clamping forces in combination. In fact, multiple pins can fail, and Talon
will continue to operate normally. This provides high reliability and higher up-times for
operations; thereby reducing costs and improving ROI. In addition, with graceful
degradation, the Talon Network at scale should also be very resilient.
10. With the addition of autonomous, precision navigation, each Talon affords simple
launch and recovery with varying UAVs, hands-off. With secure, military grade
encryption, and a specific individual address on the Talon Network, each Talon can
report its state and contents reliably and efficiently to the appropriate UAV, as well as to
the Network applications in general. Combined into a network application, the Talon
Network will have full visibility of state, timing, status and location of all UAVs and
goods. As a result, I envision a robust application/solution environment will develop on
top of the Talon Network, providing additional data and business solutions, much as the
internet spawned eBay, Amazon, etc.
As we move through Stage/2 Convergence, the greatest external forces constraining innovation
and growth will likely be regulatory and public perception, especially in China, the USA and the
EU. So, let’s look at our Pressure Graphic again:

First, with regard to the regulatory environment for UAVs, all three have embraced the simplest
portions first, namely Visual Line of Sight (VLOS) and very low altitudes. For example, in the
USA, when outside of restricted airspace, the FAA has quite rapidly established effective rules
and procedures for over 1 million drones to be registered and operated today, mostly by the
general populace. Efforts are underway across the globe to expand these VLOS operations to
Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS), and then to integrate these UAVs into the national and
international airspace. Even with clear business and national imperatives, safety is the driving
force for worldwide regulatory caution. While these combined efforts are reminiscent of the
early airspace regulations in the 1920s – 1960s, it is infinitely more complex now with
thousands of commercial and general aviation airplanes operating daily. Even so, I believe the
regulatory environment will rapidly evolve to allow BVLOS and full integration into the global
airspace. In fact, I think it is inevitable.
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I believe the new regulations will be slow, steady and purposeful, but evolutionary until full
UAV integration is seamless and safe. Technological innovation will lead this evolution by a few
years, building confidence at each step of the way. Low altitude BVLOS outside of congested
airspace is likely next up. Then BVLOS at lower altitudes and longer ranges, then BVLOS at all
altitudes and ranges. Similarly, UAV authority will likely evolve from being allowed to fly over
non-congested airspace to congested airspace to within regulated airspace (airports, etc.)
National airspace regulations and procedures will then roll-up into International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) procedures. At some point in the near future, similar to ground
transportation, UAVs will be fully integrated within the global airspace and regulatory. I also
expect the UAVs to be predominantly driven by the $3 trillion/annum global supply chain
initially. As confidence builds with the safety of the machines and regulations with cargo, there
will be a later expansion to passenger business models. The good news for everyone is that the
aviation governing authorities already exist and have over 100 years of experience working
through innovations and public safety issues. While UAVs are highly disruptive, I am confident
this regulatory evolution will occur safely. In the beginning airplanes weren’t considered safe
and now they are the safest mode of passenger transportation. The same will be true for UAVs.
Secondly, and maybe the bigger constraining issue, is public perception. In fact, public
perception will also drive the speed of regulatory progress, since in most cases the
governmental bodies are working on behalf of the populace. As I’ve articulated throughout this
paper, though, is that innovation is happening at breakneck speeds, and positive public
perception is lagging so far. Two things have to occur for acceptance: people need to believe
they will be safe (a proven track record over time with empirical evidence) and people need to
get something they want (goods, services, saving time, etc.). As with airplanes, I believe both of
these are inevitable. I am an advocate for government regulation for UAVs, since self-policing
by industry has a much higher likelihood of confusion, failure and mistakes; all of which will
decrease public confidence. While slow-forming regulation appears laborious and wasteful
from industry’s perspective, the secondary effect is that public confidence actually increases
with more time and acceptance, and aiding industry in the long run. With regard to their safety,
most people do not want their governments to hurry and rashly. UAVs are no exception.
The other component to public acceptance is WIIFM (What’s In It For Me). Within Stage
2/Convergence, we’re just now starting to see goods and services that meet people’s known
and latent needs. Already, we can look at examples: the delivery of medical supplies to austere
locations in Africa, or the very quick surveying of disaster relief areas after an earthquake,
tsunami or flood. As we accelerate across Stage 2, new business models are forming to enable
goods and services that will directly affect the general population. This is very similar to the
early days of the Internet in its Stage 2, with an explosion of business models and attempts at
uncovering value for the general population. For the internet, as Stage 2 ended and Stage
3/Integration & Expansion began with large scale consolidation into major players, along with
sustainable, killer business models. These included Microsoft, eBay, Amazon, Facebook, Cisco,
Alibaba, Baidu, Google, to name a few. They were not the first of their kind, but they were the
ones that provided the most value over the long term. The same evolution will occur within the
UAV industry - with consolidation and killer applications forthcoming. We’re not there yet, but
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rest assured, they are coming. And I believe ULaR is a critical enabler to that vision of the
future.
Talon, as the first Universal Launch and Recovery platform, will enable the Talon Network and
become a disruptive technology. As I’ve discussed earlier, the three requirements to evolve
into a global, physical goods and delivery network, even between consumers, are: a digital
internet, highly capable autonomous UAVs/drones, and ULaR. Combined these will shift some
of the movement of goods and services from a business-centric model constrained by delivery,
to one focused on the user’s best time and place to receive said goods or services, even while in
transit or on the move. In fact, with Talon the future will be relatively unconstrained to provide
these goods and services:
• T – At the TIME of the user’s choosing;
• A – Via any AVAILABLE ULaR platforms recognized on the Talon Network (air, ground,
maritime, space);
• L – At the LOCATION of the user’s choosing; while
• 0 – ON THE MOVE, if the user so chooses; with
• N – User-centric NETWORK VISIBILITY
As we move rapidly through Stage 2/Convergence of the Venturi-Stage model for the UxS
industry, Talon will become increasingly more critical for connecting business models across
space, time and while moving. I believe that ULaR is a fundamental requirement for Stage
3/Integration & Expansion to reach its full potential, and that Talon is the solution poised and
ready to Capture the Future.

Jeff McChesney is the CEO and Founder of Target Arm, with its signature product TalonÔ. Talon
is the first and only Universal Launch and Recovery (ULaR) platform for Unmanned systems.
Talon is a cross-domain, cross-vehicle, and dual purpose (military and commercial) platform,
that works with both fixed wing and rotary wing UAVs simultaneously. www.targetarm.com
and Target Arm YouTube31
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCx4L_WInEq3QNQwGE5G4TZA?view_as=subscriber
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